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1.0 Introduction

The multi-stage chemical rocket has become establishedoxcr man', ,.ears as the

propulsions',stemfor spacetr:m.,,portationxehicles, x,,hile, at the same time. there is increasing

concern about its continued aflbrdability and rather involved reusability. Two broad approaches

to addressing this overall launch cost problem consist in one. the further development of the

rocket motor, and tv,o, the use of airbreathing propulsion to the maximum extent possible as a

complement to the limited use of a conventional rocket. In both cases, a single-stage-to-orbit

(SSTO) vehicle is considered a desirable goal. However, neither the "all-rocket" nor the "all-

airbreathing" approach seems realizable and workable in practice without appreciable advances

in materials and manufacturing. An affordable system must be reusable with minimal

refurbishing on-ground, and large mean time betv_een overhauls, and thus with high margins in

design. It has been suggested that one may use different engine cycles, some rocket and others

airbreathing, in a combination over a flight trajectory,', but this approach does not lead to a

converged solution with thrust-to-mass, specific impulse, and other performance and operational

characteristics that can be obtained in the different engines. The reason is this type of engine is

simply a combination of different engines with no commonality, of gas flowpath or components.

and therefore tends to have the deficiencies of each of the combined engines. A further

development in this approach is a truly combined cycle that incorporates a series of cycles for

different modes of propulsion along a flight path with multiple use of a set of components and an

essentially single gas flowpath through the engine. This integrated approach is based on

realizing the benefits ot: both a rocket engine and a.er airbreathing engine in various combinations

by a systematic functional integration of components in an engine class usually referred to as a

rocket-based combined cycle (RBCC} engine.

RBCC engines exhibit a high potential for lowering the operating cost of launching payloads into

orbit. Tv,o sources of cost reductions can be identified. First, RBCC powered vehicles require

only' 20% takeoff thrust compared to conventional rockets, thereby lowering the thrust

requirements and the replacement cost of the engines. Second. due to the higher structural and

thermal margins achiexable with RBCC engines coupled with a higher degree of subsystem



redundanc.v lo_cr maintenance and operating cost arc ob!.ainable. Both these reductions result

from the increased specific impulse of RB('( engines and the reduction in takeoff and dr', mass.

The Strut.iet engine is described in detail in Section 2, along vdth the delineation of five

modes of engine operation, optimization of the propulsion s,vstem, and the resulting engine

architecture. Section 3 is devoted to integration of the engine with the flight vehicle, and also

addresses the performance of'the engine as a propulsion system and in relation to various types

of flight vehicles. In addition the concept of robustness space is utilized to assess the design of

the engine and its ability, to reduce operations cost. Section 4 deals with the testing accomplished

to-date and future plans for on-ground and flight vehicle testing. Section 5 addresses the

maturity of various elements of the overall RBCC technology. Finally, the applicability and

superior potential of the Strutjet engine, as a leading rocket-based combined cycle engine for

potentially low operating cost launch vehicles, is summarized in Section 6.



2. Strutjet Engine

]he .-\ero.iet Strut.iet engine is a member of the RBCC class ofengir, es with several ne'er

technologies and innoxations. Many of these technologies are also of far reaching interest in

other propulsion schemes. The Strutjet engine operates all of the cycles with liquid hydrogen

(LH2) for fuel. and liquid oxygen (LOX) and atmospheric air as necessaD/ for combustion of

fuel.

The name Strutjet is derived from the use of a series of struts in the front part of the

engine flowpath. The struts serve a number of functions in the engine, including compression of

incoming air, isolation of combustion from air inlet (that is, as an isolator), fuel distribution and

injection, ram/scram combustion, and rocket-thruster integration in the different modes of engine

operation. The struts finally provide efficient structural support for the engine. The struts thus

form a key element in the engine.

The Strutjet engine is in principle, a single engine configuration w_th three propulsion

elements, namely rocket, ramjet, and scramjet in its five mode operation. The elements are

highly integrated in design and function. Engines of related conceptual designs have been

considered for similar applications by W.J.D. Escher and B.J. Flomes I and also by F. Billig and

D. Van Wie 2 in a US patent for an RBCC type engine. The Billig-Van Wie engine has a separate

inlet for compression and then uses struts downstream for the purpose of distributing various fuel

injectors across the flow path. The difference bet_een such earlier concepts and the Aerojet

Strutjet is found in the higher degree of functional integration of various Strutjet engine

components which results in a shorter, higher thrust-to-weight engine with good performance.

The specific impulse of the Strutjet engine is characteristic of other known airbreathing engines

without the thrust-to-mass penalb' of having separate propulsion systems for different flight

conditions.

The Strutjet engine concept is founded on obtaining specific impulse. Isp. higher than

that of a rocket, a better thrust-to-mass ratio IF m e ) than an all-airbreathing engine, and a

substantial reduction in vehicle gross take-off-_eight. GTOW. Thus the mean lsp for the



Stru[ietis cstima[edto be 586 sec. _hile [)_e conventional h._dro_cn-ox)gcn rocket provides Isp

of 425 sec. In comparison, the mean Isp for an all-airbrcather such as the USA .National

AeroSpace Plane (N.-\SP) _as estimated to be 755 sec. A SS-ID-t) pc all-rocket may }ield F m e

equal to 80 lbf'lbm and a NASP-type SSTO all-airbreather, about 6 lbf/lbm. Using current state-

of-the-an lechnology, a stru0et can be built with F/m e of 35 lbf/lbm: however, as shown later.

for the sake of increased engine robustness. F/m e values as low as 25 Ibf/Ibm are employed in

the analysis. The GTOW. made up of the empty weight, propellant, and payload, becomes

reduced for a Strutjet due to the reduction in the amount of oxygen that needs to be carried on

board at vehicle launch. It is expected that the propellant mass fraction can be maintained at the

present state-of-the-art levels, about 85%, compared to the required 90% value, for an all-rocket

SSTO system. At the same time the engine and the launch vehicle are expected to have

substantially higher structural reliability margins than the all-rocket and the all-airbreathing

engine system. Finally, the thermal management of these vehicles can also be accomplished

within the current state-of-the-art because high-speed atmospheric airbreathing operation is

limited to a relatively low Mach number such as 10. This avoids the severe vehicle heating

conditions that are known to have imposed serious engineering challenges, typical for hypersonic

atmospheric flight in the regime above Mach 10 in NASP-type vehicles. The Strutjet vehicle

trajectory is chosen such that the ascent thermal loads are equal to or less than the thermal loads

that a reusable vehicle would experience during reentry.

2.1 Flow Path Description

Figure 1 provides a s-chemati_: of the Strutjet and identifies the different elements in the

combined cycle engine. The propulsion subsystems are integrated into a single engine using

common propellant feed lines, cooling systems, and controls. The air inlet along with the struts.

the combustion sections, and the nozzle make up the main engine flov, path..An isometric view

of a typical RBCC Strutjet engine is given in Figure 2.



2.2 Engine Architecture

2.2.1 FIo_ Path Elements

The variable geometry inlet incorporates tv, o engine ramps, that maximize air capture and

control compression as required by the engine. The inlet combines effective forebody

precompression with strut compression. This results in "soft start", low spill drag. and good

capture and recoveD' efficiencies. The "soft start" is a result of the increased openness of the inlet

on the cowl side. which causes a gradual decrease in spillage with increasing Mach number.

This, in turn. provides smooth increases in captured air mass flow and pressure recovery.

The inlet geometry" and the changes in contraction ratio as a function of flight Mach

number are shown in Figure 3. The struts or flow dividers, which extend into the inlet, channel

the flow into discrete, narrow flov_paths that diffuse the flow over the shortest length possible. In

the forward part of the inlet, where the struts are designated as "windscreens". the air capture is

enhanced by locating the cowl lip near the minimum flow area section (variable geometry wide

open); this also facilitates inlet start at low supersonic speeds. The struts are integrated in the

inlet such that each flow passage between two adjoining struts behaves like a sidewall

compression inlet, and provides what may be called "strut compression". Past the cowl lip, at

low speeds, the flow area between two adjacent struts remains constant; the strut section serves

as an inlet combustor isolator during ducted rocket and ramjet mode. At higher speeds (M=5)

the inlet ramps are deployed to increase the engine contraction and performance.

Above Mach 6 the scram mode is the most efficient and the diverging isolator duct

be_'een the fully contracted inlet throat and the rockets is used as the scram combustor. During

this mode of operation the variable nozzle geometry adjusts the scram combustor flowpath into a

continuously diverging configuration.

Maximum engine performance is achieved when the fuel is injected as far forward as

possible v,ithout degrading the inlet air capture capability. In general, this requires the fuel



injection point to start _ell back ill the lion, path and move conlinuouslv for_ard as the \ehicle

accelerates, ldeallv, this_ould impl> an inlinitenumberofinjeclors_vhich _ould be turned on

or off as ',he Mach number changes. The Strutjet flo'_vpath emplo} s three stages of fuel injection

to cover this range. These injectors are referred to as the base axial, aft and for_vard injectors.

The base axial injectors delay the heat release at log speeds until the flowpath area is large

enough to tolerate it. The rockets used in the boost phase of the mission and the ascent phase are

housed in the trailing end of the main struts. These strut rockets also integrate two of the

airbreathing injector stages. At intermediate speeds, the aft (ram) injectors are employed in

combination with one of the other injectors to control the effective heat release location as

required in order to maximize the engine performance. At high scram speeds, the fuel is injected

from the forward (scram) injectors in order to complete the combustion before the fuel can leave

the engine.

The ram combustor used at speeds up to Mach 6, is located aft of the strut rockets. This

combustor provides enough area to permit stoichiometric subsonic combustion at low speeds.

The Strutjet variable geometr3' nozzle is a simple flap used to control subsonic

combustion pressure to create the optimum thrust as dictated by operating mode and flight Mach

number. This nozzle flap is the principle control in the transition to the scram mode. By

opening the nozzle flap up at approximately Mach 6, the combustor pressure drops and the flow

remains supersonic through the combustor.

2.2.2 Turbomaehinery, Propellant Supply & The_nal Management

Turbomachine_'. in particular the liquid hydrogen fuel pump, may be considered the

Achilles heel of high-performance rocket engines. Unlike the conventional rocket engine, the

Strutjet provides high performance without relying on the cutting-edge tuxb_machinery

technology, particularly the use of advanced, high-strength, high-temperature materials. The

demands on the Stmtjet fuel turbopump are significantly Io_,er relative to the conventional

rocket as summarized in Table I. This contributes significantly to increased reliability, extended

life. and reduced cost of the Strutjet engine operation.



Durin_ 1heductcd rocket mode.the engine fucl suppl', is p_v,cred bv a fuel-rich gas

generatorexhaustinginto the ram-scramduct through the base axial injectors. 'xhile the oxygen

suppl.', is po_',cred bv an oxidizer-rich staged combustion c\cle. In contrast to the h',drogen side.

stage combustion on the oxygen side does not impose a technical challenge since oxygen, being a

high density fluid, can be pumped to the required pressure levels at relatively benign shaft speed.

Oxygen-rich prebumer technology provides advantages of reduced turbine temperature and

elimination of interpropellant seals needed for fuel-rich gas-driven oxygen pumps. Figure 4

illustrates the engine cvcle during the ducted rocket mode of operation. During pure airbreathing

modes, the entire oxygen feed system is. of course, inactive. As shown in Figure 5, the fuel side

operates nov¢ in a simple expander cycle mode using heat available from the required cooling of

the engine structure. In the scram-rocket mode the fuel remains operating in the expander cycle

and the oxidizer circuit is restarted in the staged combustion cycle, as shown in Figure 6. Figure

7 illustrates the location of these various operating modes on the fuel pump operation map.

2.2.3 Engine Cycle

The overall Strutjet engine propellant flow is illustrated in the previously shown Figure 4.

As displayed, there are three subsystems: (i) the hydrogen and oxygen fuel tanks, turbopumps

feed system and powerhead; (ii) the strutrocket and fuel injection assembly, and (iii) the engine

structure and cooling system. Both the strut rocket and the engine structure are operating in the

thermal and combustion gas dynamic environment.

Fuel rich gases generated in the fuel gas generator (FGG) drive the hydrogen turbine, and

are subsequently injected into the engine internal air stream at selected locations through base-

axial, aft, and forward injectors. The selection depends on the engine operating mode, and is

accomplished through appropriate valving. Hydrogen gas is also used to cool the rocket

chambers (the figure including representationally" only one) and the engine structure before

injection into the combustor section. In the expander cycle, hydrogen heated by the engine

structure bypasses the preburner and drives the turbine in an expander cycle.

The oxygen side of the propellant system is only active during rocket operation, and

operates (alwa.vs) in a stage-combustion cvcle. The oxygen rich turbine drive gases are



generated in the prcburner <OPB)through the burning of a small amount of hydrogen and all of

the ox> gen flox_, prior to injection into the rocket chambers.

The table shov, n in Figure 4 includcs four attributes for each of the fix e operating modes:

ti/ selected po'aer cycle in the oxygen and hydrogen supplied.

tii) amount of rocket propellant floxv.

(iii) amount of hydrogen injected into the air stream, and

(,ix) settings of the inlet and nozzle variable geometD'.

2.2.4 Structural Concept

The struts provide a vet} efficient means for a number of processes: First the struts are

an important structural element of the engine. The.,,' reduce the unsupported spans and reduce

v,eight, and enhabce fuel injection, mixing, and combustion at supersonic speeds. They also

incorporate the strut rockets. These compact rockets serve to induce air flow and to assist in air-

fuel mixing in the ducted rocket mode. _Nen operative, they provide the bulk of the thrust.

The current design employs additional Aft Struts in the aft-end of the combustion zone,

which gives rise to a substantial engine panel mass reduction. These engine panels are

essentially two-layer "laminates" comprised of a structural and a thermal protection layer.

Minimization of the total panel weight over the entire engine is accomplished by optimizing the

design of each of these layers. In the case of the structural layer, substantial mass savings can
-...

also be realized bv incorporating, where possible, supporting structures to reduce the

unsupported panel span. In the inlet-isolator the main engine struts inherently serve as

supporting structures. Hoxxever. the strut rockets define the end of the main struts, leaving a

large, unsupported panel. Structure weight-trade studies have shown that the panel mass in the

combustion region can be reduced by adding several Aft Struts into this region, as shown in

Figure 8. Note that the amount of weight savings, relative to the number of additional struts

diminishes as the number of.--X-ft Struts increases, due to their ov, n xveight. As shown in Figure 1.

the present Strutjet engine design incorporates 6 Aft Struts. ,aith a ram combustor panel mass

saving of nearl\ 80°,0 compared to a configuration with no aft struts. Based on s\ mmetric design

8



considerations, a set of I1 Att Struts \,,ould be the next possible configuration: but this xaould

substantially increase intcrnal engine drag and heat load on tile cooling system, v,ithout a

corresponding payoff in structural v, eight savings. The achievable engine thrust-to-mass using

advanced technology is as high as 351bt"lbm.

2.3 Strutjet Operating ,Modes

Along a typical SSTO ascent trajectory' a Strutjet operates in five modes with smooth

transition betv,een modes:

I. ducted rocket operation for takeoff and acceleration through the transonic speed

regime into the supersonic region;

I!. ramjet operation from Mach 2.5 to about 6;

Ill. scramjet operation from Mach 6 into the hypersonic speed range up to Mach 10;

IV. scram/rocket operation from Mach 10 to low vacuum conditions; and

V. ascent rocket from low vacuum operation up to orbital speeds.

2.3.1 Dueled Rocket Mode

Before discussing the ejector ramjet concept employed in the Strutjet, it will be helpful

to revisit two known, classical ejector ramjet concept¢. The most efficient of the two is the

socalled "Diffuse and Afterbum" (DAB) concept which employs a sequential series of the ejector

processes. This is more thermodynamically efficient but has substantial adverse consequences.

To prevent premature combustion during the ejector pumping (driven by shear mixing between

primary and secondary flows) and diffusion, stoichiometric or oxygen rich rocket mixture ratios

are needed. This reduces the rocket Isp and is a challenge for the cooling system. Since no

available fuel is entrained in the rocket exhaust, separate fuel injectors are required in the large

area of the ram burner. This approach adds significant length and weight to the engine.

The second type of ejector ramjet is called the "'Simultaneous Mix and Combust'" (SMC).

In this type Ejector Ramjet. the processes are allowed to occur in parallel in a shorter duct. The

fuel for aflerburning comes from the conventionally fuel rich rocket exhaust. After burning

9



bc_ins immedia_¢l\and a divergingduct is neededto keep from drastically reducing the air

induc_ienduethethermalocclusion.Althoughshorterandlighler, thisapproachlosesup to 30°o

of the thrust of the DAB Ejector Ram.jet at take off.

The Strut jet

as the SMC

flowpath is

combines the best ofeach of these historic ejector ramjets. Here. the duct is as short

but with the performance close to the DAB type. To realize a short duct length, the

divided up into many narrow gaps by the struts. The ejector pumping occurs

between the struts and is complete much faster than without struts. The diffusion occurs in the

other plane by the divergence of the body ,wall. The rockets are operated at a high but still fuel

rich mixture ratio. The body ,,,,'all divergence provides the needed tolerance to the incidental

combustion of this fuel. The bulk of the fuel (provided in the fuel rich turbine exhaust) for

afterbuming is injected from the base of the struts. In order to maintain high performance, the

amount of air the strut rockets can induct into the ram combustor must be maximized. The

artifice employed is to reduce the rate of early heat release. Figure 9 shows the performance loss

due to reduced air ejection as a function of the amount of air burned at the from of the ram

combustion zone. To prevent the performance loss from early heat release in the ram

combustion two strategies are employed. One, the amount of free hydrogen in the rocket exhaust

is minimized, minimizing the amount of fuel which can come in contact with air in the front part

of the ram combustion zone, the strut rockets are designed to operate near stoichiometric

conditions with only a small amount of fuel film cooling. The second strategy consists in

delaying the afterbuming of the turbine exhaust. The fuel rich turbine exhaust is injected into the

ram combustion chamber from the base of the stru-tg between the rocket nozzles as illustrated in

Figure 10. This fuel rich turbine exhaust is buried inside the rocket plumes. After the diffusion

is complete, when the heat release can be tolerated, the turbine exhaust emerges from the rocket

plumes and bums with the air in the rambumer. Complex auxiliary injectors and flame holders

are thus avoided. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1 I. In this mode, the engine inlet is wide

open. and the nozzle is in a partially closed position that is chosen, to maximize the engine

thrust.

The ducted rocket mode provides some added specific impulse o'_er an all-rocket engine

up to Mach 2.5, where the ramjet mode takes over.

Io



3lode l.a: During the dueled rocket mode. the \ariablc geometry inlet is ,.,`ide open.

Figure 10 provides an upstream xiev, into the combustion zone. As can be seen. three base axial

injectors are located at the strut base bet,`veen l\mr rocket thrusters. Under take-off conditions

',,,hen maximum thrust is required, the strut rockets are operated at maximum chamber pressure.

Since operation in the ducted rocket mode consumes a significant proportion of the propellant

on-board the vehicle, increasing performance with induced air (thrust augmentaion) is considered

essential..and contributes to the high mission-average specific impulse required by' Earth-to-orbit

vehicles.

Mode Lb: At higher flight speeds in ducted rocket mode, additional fuel is injected into

the combustion zone through the Aft Injectors. Figure 10 shows the location of these injectors

and also illustrates how the fuel distribution can be tailored in a direction normal to air flow in

the combustion zone. so as to match the fuel flow to the locally available air flow.

2.3.2 Ramjet Mode

Struts provide an ideal mounting place for ram and scram injectors. Combustion

efficiencies up to 95 percent have been demonstrated with both hydrocarbon and hydrogen fuels

at Mach 8 conditions at high fuel equivalency ratios, at which it is most difficult to bum

completely• Figure 12 illustrates how strut-mounted injectors reduce the "mixing gap", thus

allowing a significant reduction in combustor length and weight. The Strutjet's shorter

combustion zone has lower internal drag and reduced heat load. In the case of hydrogen, a

cascade fuel injector has been specifically designed for the injection of gaseous hydrogen in the

• . - 4
Scramjet. A cascade rejector delivers the fuel in the form of a low drag wedge shaped fuel

plume. The fuel is injected normally at supersonic speed into the supersonic airstream, the

injectors being tailored such that the injected gas is expanded to a level close to the ambient

static pressure in the combustor, thereby realizing a 1o'_ drag shape and increased momentum. In

addition to its superior penetration and mixing, shov_la in Figure 13. a cascade injector reduces

the wall heat flux near the injector by a factor of five or more by avoiding the classic separation

bubble found in front of a high drag normal fuel jet. The reduction of these injection-induced hot

spots reduces the cooling system complexity and pressure drop.

It



The predicted airbreathinZ lsp pcrll_rmance sho_vn in Fi_. 7 can onl_ be obtained in a

practical encine if high combustion cfI]cJenc\ is achieved. \Vhcrcas the efficient generation of

thrust, e_en in large area rocket engines, is well underslood, the maximization of ram-scram

combustion efficiency and thrust generation, being primarily a function of the fuel injection

scheme, is a technical challenge: ho',,,exer, a practical strategy is no',',' well in hand. The Strutjet

fuel injection schemes provide the required flexibility of timing and location of the heat release

without significant total pressure loss.

Modes Lc and H: Prior to. and during transition, and in the ramjet mode, engine cooling

provides enough energy to the hydrogen in the cooling circuit, and the gas generator can be

turned off: the rocket then operates on the fuel side in an expander cycle. When full ramjet

operation is achieved, the rocket fuel and oxidizer circuits are shut down and the fuel to the "ram

and scram" injectors is controlled such that combustion moves forward as Mach number

increases. Ramjet take over occurs at Mach 2.5. This low Mach number is due to the high

capture efficiency and low design point of the Strutjet engine. At flight speeds beyond Mach 3.

the inlet ramps are deployed to gradually increase contraction, eventually reaching full

contraction before scram transition.

In low ramjet mode, the Strutjet variable geometry remains open to maximize air capture

and thrust; however, the nozzle opening is dictated by the desired ramjet burner pressure. The

strut rockets are turned off. As described earlier, no turbine exhaust gas is available in this mode.

The desired combustiofi location (location of higher pressure) is downstream from the struts in

the ram combustion area. For this case, two injection sites, one normal injector at the aft end of

the isolator section, see top of Figure 1. and a second axial injector in the strut rocket base, see

Figure 10. are provided. The available injection sites permit heat release optimization through a

division of fuel flow rates between the two principal injection sites, referred to as the aft and base

axial injectors.
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2.3.3 Scramjet Mode

3Iode 111: During transition from ramjet to scram mode the nozzle is opened fully, and

some of tile fuel is injected from the for'.vard injectors In scram mode. the geometr 3 in the

engine internal flow path is similar to that in the ram mode except now the inlet is full',

contracted and the combustion nozzle is wide open. The flov_ through the engine is supersonic.

the highest pressure location being in the flow isolator section between the struts. The

combusti6n control options are similar to those of the ram mode with the injection shifted

forward. Heat release is controlled by regulating the fuel flow between the forward and aft

injectors. At the high scram Mach numbers of 7 to 10, the aft injectors are turned off and all the

fuel is injected through the forward injectors. These are located downstream of the inlet throat as

seen in Figure 1 and are vertically arranged as indicated in Figure 10.

2.3.4 Scram/Rocket and Ascent Rocket Modes

The end of Strutjet air-breathing operation begins with a pitch up maneuver taking the

vehicle outside the sensible atmosphere. This maneuver is initiated with the strut rockets re-

ignited while the scram engine is still producing significant thrust. The rocket operation gives

rise to scramjet performance benefits from the additional contraction of the incoming air caused

by the displacement of the rocket plume gases. At Mach 10 such combined operation results in

roughly twice the engine thrust as either element, o_ra.ting alone. This synergy is very beneficial

at this point in flight time, as large thrust is needed to overcome the increased drag associated

with the pitch up maneuver.

Modes IVand V. During transition from scram to scram-rocket and then to ascent rocket

mode, the rocket operates in the same cycle as during the transition to the ram mode. When the

flight dynamic pressure falls below internal engine pressure the inlet is closed off completely to

prevent the rocket gases from escaping out the front. The scram injectors operate at a small flow

rate to provide some bleed floyd which cools the Strutjet inlet and isolator sections forv, ard of the

rockets, and which also minimizes attachment shocks of the rocket exhaust plumes. During this
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t_pcrati_n,thenozzle iskept ,._,ideopen.asstatedearlier, in orderto providethe maximumrocket

gasexpansionpossible.With the inlet closedoft'. this resuttsin a ver'v large nozzle arearatio

nozzle that expandsits exhaustproductso\er the boattail of the vehicle. This generatesthe

highestpossiblerocketspecific impulse.A very important parameter in the design of an RBCC

vehicle is the selected transition Mach number (M,). It impacts the mission average specific

impulse, engine/vehicle weights and correspondingly the vehicle GTOW. For the sake of system

robustness and associated increased system reusability a lower transition Mach number, M, _< 10.

is advantageous because it exposes the vehicle and engine to lower heat loads. For the vehicle

discussed in this chapter a transition Mach number of 10 has been baselined. Beyond this the

rocket is re-ignited and during this submode, referred to as scram/rocket mode, the vehicle begins

its pull-up out of the atmosphere; the scram]rocket operation provides an addition of 5 seconds to

the mission average Isp. At approximately Mach 12 (and a dynamic pressure about 25 psi) the

inlet is closed off and the engine operates beyond that point in the ascent/rocket mode as a high

area ratio rocket.

2.4 Optimal Propulsion System Selection

An optimal propulsion system may be considered as one yielding minimum dry mass. In

order to perform the mission, the vehicle required a propulsion system that can operate over the

complete speed and altitude range. An RBCC propulsion system with its multiple modes is

capable of performing over the required range. The question is whether the RBCC is the correct

propulsion system and if it is, how is it designed to maximize performance. Several alternative

strategies may be employed in this connection. For example, it may be considered that mission

averaged Isp may be improved if. in place of a ducted rocket, a high Isp boost engine is

employed, further reducing the amount of onboard oxidizer that must be burned with fuel to

accelerate the vehicle to ramjet takeover speed. Alternately, or in addition, airbreathing

operation can be extended into the high Mach number scram operation region. Unfortunately.

the mass of the resulting conglomerate of engines and decrease in propellant bulk density have a

diminishing impact on the vehicle mass fraction that in most cases will more than offset the gains
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oF higher Isp performance. The s',stem parameters are highl} intcr-rcIawd as can be seen in the

t\_l lox_ing.

2.4.1 Boost ,Mode Selection

lt'an engine such as an advanced turbojet or other low-speed airbreathing engine is added.

it may appear that improved performance may result. The effective F/m e ratio of an engine

conglom/zrate is determined by the ratio of the sum of the thrust of the active engines at takeoff

divided by' the sum of the mass of all engines, active or not. A separate boost-mode engine, used

up to, Ramjet Takeover (Mach 2.5), becomes dead mass for the rest of the mission. During

boost, such a high Isp boost mode-engine may save 10 mass units of propellant for each mass

unit of added engine mass, but to accelerate its greater mass after shutdown to orbit,

approximately 4 Ibm of propellant per unit engine mass must be burned. After accounting for the

added main engine, tank, and thermal protection system masses, the propellant required to

accelerate the inactive boost mode engine over the rest of the trajectory significantly exceed the

propellant savings during boost. The addition of a boost-mode airbreathing engine also increases

the complexity of the vehicle requiring integration of additional ducting with diverters to isolate

the boost-mode engine from the high enthalpy flow occurring later in the flight. The associated

overall engine development, production, and operation costs are also expected to increase. Since

a rocket is needed in the final phase of flight, little weight penalty" is experienced with the Ducted

Rocket Boost engine. The fully-integrated ducted rocket, yielding a lower vehicle dry weight

and a simpler, less costly engine, therefore, becomes the preferred choice for the boost phase.

2.4.2 Engine Design Point Selection

The design of the ram/scram mode is critical since it is the only mode that can add

significantly to the mission effective Isp. The thrust produced by an airbreathing engine is

directly related to the mass of air processed. This air is captured by the inlet and compressed to

raise the pressure for combustion and subsequent expansion. The net accelerating force is the

difference between the gross thrust and total vehicle drag (including the spill drag). This total
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drag is highest,it Io_,_ speeds _,_,hen the gross thrust _ l_est. \_.hcn the net accelerating force is

[o',_,. most of the fuel burned is v,asted o,.ercoming the ',chicle drag. [-ligher thrust is necessar', to

perform the mission. One method is to [ea',e the rockets on longer but this results in much

higher propellant consumption. A better method is to increase the airbreathing thrust. The thrust

of a ranvscramjet can be expressed in terms of specific impulse tF Wdot, ). fuel-to-air ratio

(Wdote,'Wdot,). and the captured air weight flow Wdo L, yielding

F =" (F/Wdoh-) * (Wdote_'dot_) * Wdot,

It can be shown that under the conditions that M>5, (Wdot/Wdot_) scheduled to provide

minimum fuel requirements for acceleration up to M>I 0, and flight at constant dynamic pressure

the thrust is proportional to the product Fct(M) * qc,p, in which Fct(M) is a function decreasing

with increasing Mach number, and rMp is the inlet capture effÉciency. Although Fct(M) is to

some degree dependent on the efficiency of the overall ram/scram engine design and its

integration into the vehicle, the strongest influence on thrust can be materialized through

appropriate manipulation of qcap" The inlet capture efficiency depends on the inlet type and the

inlet design Mach number. The main determination of the inlet design point is the speed at which

the bow shock sweeps back to the cowl lip, a condition referred to as shock-on-lip. Typically, an

inlet will achieve full or nearly full capture at its design Mach number. At lower Mach numbers,

the inlet will spill increasing amounts of the air. This reduces the thrust produced by the engine

and creates spill drag. For a given capture area thrust can only be increased by selecting a lower

inlet design point. Figur.e 14 shows the effect of inlet design point on the capture efficiency. A

high rlcap at low speeds givestwice the thrust at a time when it is the most needed.

Figure 15 shows the thrust resulting from two different design points. The engine with the Mach

6 design point produces more than twice the thrust of the Mach 12 design at Mach 6, in the

middle of the airbreathing acceleration. The thrust does not cross over until after Mach 8, then it

is only slightly better than at the Mach 6 design. This higher thrust reduces the drag integral as

well as the thermal soak time. The reason that the Mach 12 design outpertbrms the Mach 6

design above Mach 8 is higher inlet pressure recover' and greater contraction. These are second
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or_.tcr thcrmod', mimic parameters and _icld less than 8°o impro',cmcnt in the thrust production.

-Fhe ob.jecti,.c oIa space access ',chicle is to accelerate the vehicle to orbital ',elocit', and altitude.

On[.', the tlCt thirst. _ross thrust minus dra_. is providing this acceleration. Net [sp is based on

net thrust. Figure 16 illustrates this net Isp as a function of flight Mach number. Figure 17

illustrates the impact of the higher net thrust and Isp on the mission average Isp. The gains in Isp

start at the lowest speed with a substantial improvement due solely to the earlier ramjet takeover.

The gains continue to improve all the .,vay up to about Mach 8 where the slope of the Mach 6

curve begins to decrease faster than the Mach 12 design. Although performing better at high

speed, the Mach 12 design never recovers the large gains made by the Mach 6 design.

The Mach 6 design point engine appears an obvious choice. A critical design issue concerns the

ability of the inlet to operate beyond its design point at overspeed conditions. The decline in the

thermodynamic efficiency has already been discussed and does not change the design point

selection. Typically, this results in the vehicle bow shock failing inside the inlet cowl. If this

causes sufficient disruption of the inlet operation, the engine thrust can decrease to a point where

it equals the drag. In that case, the higher performance gained at lower speeds is of little use if

the engine stops accelerating the vehicle. The inlet designer must build in sufficient overspeed

capability, into the inlet to permit acceleration past the point of the transition to ascent mode. In

Figure 17, it is assumed the Mach 6 inlet can be designed to operate to at least Mach 10.

2.4.3 Ascent Rocket Transition Point Selection -- '

Up to around Mach 15, the a scramjet has higher lsp than a rocket. The issue is at what

point is the rising mission average Isp offset by the rising penalties. High Mach number

operation increases the thermal loads that must be dealt with. Stagnation temperature increases

roughly as the square of the Mach number, requiring more active cooling of the engine and

vehicle, and thicker passive thermal protection. Higher speed operation requires a more complex

engine with greater variable geometD. These factors add significantly to the vehicle dr2,,'weight,

and any increase in dr)" weight requires additional propellant to accelerate the mass. While

operating in any pure airbreathing mode, the engine consumes only on-board fuel which, in the
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caseofhydrogen, v, eighsonly 4.5 Ibm f13 lfthescramjctopcration is extended be,.ond Mach

10 more or" this low density fuel needs to be stored on-board, increasing the hydrogen fraction

and further decreasing the propellant bulk density. The increase in hydrogen usage has also

several other negative impacts on vehicle performance. The propellant tank mass is generally'

proportional to its volume. Low drag hypersonic shape factors produce nonoptimal structural

shapes contributing to higher tank mass. The larger tank adds volume and surface to the thermal

protection.system mass that must be applied to the larger exterior of the vehicle. At the same

time the larger frontal area, increased wetted surface, and extended operation in the atmosphere

add to the vehicle drag losses. Figure 18 illustrates the effect of airbreathing operation quantified

by the choice of transition Mach number on the tanked oxidizer-to-fuel (O/F) ratio and the

resulting tank volume for the Strutjet-powered vehicle, assuming that the low speed system is a

ducted rocket. It is seen that the tank volume initially decreases due to the increasing Isp.

However, as the stored oxygen-to-fuel ratio continues to decrease due to greater airbreathing

operation, the fuel tank volume begins to increase. At a Mach number of about 10 and a stored

OfF ratio of about 3.0, the minimum dry weight is obtained. Selecting the transition Mach

number to be 10 not only reduces the vehicle dry weight but also reduces the engine technology

level requirements.

3.0 Strutjet Engine/Vehicle Integration

3.1 Strutjet Reference Mission

An extensive analysis was conducted to determine which launch vehicle configurations

have the highest potential for meeting ground takeoff requirements for a launch system

delivering 8 klbm to geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO)..An other vehicle was added to this

family' that would deliver 25 klbm to the international space station(ISS) orbit, proving that

Strutjet propulsion offers versatility in overall vehicle design.

Figure 19 shows two options for integrating this type of engine into a vehicle. In the

option sho',_n on the left, the Strutjet engine is integrated on the underside of a semi-

axisymmetric vehicle. This configuration maximizes the vehicle net thrust value and also
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provides an clficicuf ._tructurai shape. [he figure on the right is a tv, o-dimensional engine

configuration.

Of particular interest for t_.vo-stage-te-orbit tTSTO) _,ehicles is the ramjet mode of the

Strut.jet ',vhich enables the vehicle to cruise in the atmosphere like an airplane. This allows omni-

azimuthal launching from a single launch site even in the presence of territorial overflight

constraints. The vehicle ,_vould simply fly in the highly fuel-efficient ramjet mode to a

geographi_:al location from _here the launch into orbits _,ith inclinations different from the

launch site latitude are permitted. This capability also provides the promising prospect ofa nev,-.

efficiently configured, effectively operated and conveniently located "future spaceport". The

cruise mode of operation also provides more flexibility for the return of the reusable first stage

vehicle to the launch site after separation of the second stage.

These vehicle studies led to the following conclusions:

• both horizontal and vertical take-off are feasible and practical;

• horizontal landing is required;

• ducted rocket provides good take-off and transition thrust;

• two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) systems would stage at 16 kft/s, with the first stage

returning to launch site;

• single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) systems are feasible to LEO and ISSO; and

• potential exists for single launch site foFall' orbital inclinations.

During these studies it was recognized that it is possible to account for the synergistic

benefit when the rocket is re-ignited but the vehicle is still in the upper atmosphere. This effect.

as stated earlier, amounts to about 5 sec in Isp. Also, the performance of the ascent rocket is

critical to the increase in Isp. For example, the mission average Isp is reduced by 4 seconds

when the mission ends at the ISSO. instead of LEO, due to the longer operation required in the

relatively lov, performance ascent rocket mode. Some noticeable attributes of the Strutjet can be

summarized as follo_vs:
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• substantialI', lo,._,er takeoff'and dr'_ v,eights than con_,cntional rocket vehicles tbr all

Strutjet-po_.,.ered vehicles considered

• high d_.namic pressure airbreathing operation to on15 XIach I O

- manageable aeroheating envirorm_ents

- testable Mth existing facilit?,' capabilities

• available material technologies for engine and vehicle

,, large potential for future payload growth and cost reductions

- Isp increase through airbreathing operation at higher than Mach 8

- mass fraction improvement through advanced materials

- robustness increase through higher margins and redundancy, and

• single propellant combination for all operation modes, LOX/LH 2.

A typical RBCC vehicle trajectory is shown in Figure 20 compared to an all-rocket

vehicle trajectory,. The baseline RBCC SSTO-HTHL vehicle flies at constant dynamic pressure

of 2000 psf until the transition Mach number is reached. Then, the ascent rocket mode takes

over to fly to orbit. The vehicle, having a burnout altitude of about 250,000 f-t, is flown into an

initial elliptical orbit. The final desired circular orbit is obtained by a Reaction Control System

engine (burn phase) to reach low-Earth or higher orbits. For the Ascent/Rocket case, it may be

pointed out, the vehicle nominally burns out at about 250,000 f-t, and then performs a

circularization burn for the final orbit injection. The vehicle masses used here are based on actual

vehicle and engine layouts, and simulated flights along trajectories that are optimized either for

all-rocket or RBCC propulsion.

3.2 Engine-Vehicle Considerations

Frequently, when comparing propulsion systems, the focus is on the engine

characteristics with insufficient attention to the vehicle contribution to the propulsion process.

When concentrating on the engine only. its lsp and thrust-to-mass (F/m e ) appear to be the only

discriminators between propulsion systems. However, the vehicle stores and provides
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propellantsto the engine,and. in the case ol airbreathing engines, it also carries the inlet to

suppl,, the ambient air. and pro_,ides part or" the thrust nozzle. These essential propulsion

t'catures ha',e significant impact on the overall ,,ehicle mass and pert_-_rmance. The lo,,_ bulk

densitv of a hydrogen pov_ered vehicle requires large, heavy tanks. In addition, a Strutjet-

pov, ered vehicle flies, when operating in airbreathing modes, more depressed trajectories than

typical rocket-pov, ered vehicles in order to ingest the necessao air for propulsion. These factors

increase both drag and heat load on the airframe. When comparing propulsion systems one must

give full consideration to these vehicle impacts of the propulsion choice.

3.3 Vehicle Pitching Moment

The Strutjet configuration as illustrated in Figure 1 is most effectively integrated on the

underside of a vehicle. During atmospheric flight, the fore and aftbody pitching moments caused

by the compression of air and the expansion of combustion gases are balanced with vehicle body

flaps. Similarly, exoatmospheric control of the pitching moment resulting now only from the

expansion of combustion gases can be achieved with a vehicle trailing edge flap as shown in

Figure 21. Pitch trim, i.e., net thrust vector directed through vehicle center of mass, can be

maintained as the vehicle burns off its ascent mode propellant by deflecting the trailing edge flap

by 5 degrees or less. The increase in mass and complexity for the mechanical integration and

actuation of the trailing edge flap is less than the incorporation of additional rocket thrusters to

control the vehicle during its exoatmospheric operation.

3.4 Engine Performance --

The air drawn into the engine by ejector action at subsonic vehicle speeds and by ram

effect at higher speeds provides significant (100% and possibly higher) thrust augmentation

during boost. The ramjet contribution starting at about Mach 1 increases to full take-over at

Mach 2.5. This transition provides the full benefit of ramjet mode of operation with gross Isp

values approaching 3800 s. The specific impulses obtained in the ramjet and in the subsequent

scramjet mode are shown in Figure 22; these values. ,._hich are obtained at a nominal angle of
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attackor zerodegreeand variablegeometryor both inlet and noe_zle,are corrected for vehicle

draulossescorrespondingto varyingangleor"attackduringat',picalspacelaunchmission.

Figure 23 presentsthe thrust generatedas a function of Mach number for a t:pica[

(single)RBCCenginefor variousoperatingmodesandfor a dynamicpressureof 1.500psf. The

captureareais 200 sq. ft. per engine,designedat a shock-on-lipof Mach 6. The net specific

impulsegeneratedby the engineis also provided in thepreviouslyshown Figure 22, assuming

thattheroc:ketis ignitedat flight Machof 10. It is significantto observehere(a) the importance

of sizing theenginefor transonicflight, (b) the needfor high thrustin the vehicle ascentphase,

and(c) theeffectof thechoiceof rocket re-ignition Machnumber.

3.5 Reduced Operating Cost Through Robustness

It can be shown from several points of view that the Strutjet engine technology leads to

lower operating cost for Earth-to-orbit transportation systems. Referring to Figure 24, there are

two reasons for this: (i) lower engine replacement cost because the thrust required is reduced to

about 70 to 80%, and (ii) lower maintenance and operating cost due to higher structural margins

and redundancy. Both of these savings result from the increased Isp of the Strutjet RBCC

engine and the associated reduction in take-off and dry masses.

RBCC vehicle design trades that consider engine thrust-to-mass ratio, F/m,, and transition Mach

number M r are summarized in the previously presented Figure 25 showing the gross mass at

ignition as a function ofM T for various values of engine F/m e. The data show that beyond a M r

of about 10 the vehicle gross mass flattens out. In the generation of these data it is assumed that

the thermal protection mass is constant at Mach numbers greater than 10 regardless of the higher

heatload experienced. Variations in these two key design parameters, F/m e and Mr. show higher

vehicle dry mass for lower MT and the lower gross takeoff mass for the higher M r values, even as

the F/m e ratios are lowered.

RBCC SSTO/HTHL vehicle thrust-to-mass ratio and transition Mach number are mapped in

Figure 26, and compared to the all-rocket case with a gross takeoff mass of about 2.7M ibm. The
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er>_,inerobustnessimprovementsis gi,,en b', the point S,_ith the snmcdrx :,,eight as the all-

rocket,,chiclebut FSequalto 1.68and F me ratioequalto 251binIbm.

The all-rocket d_ mass serxes in this stud,, as a reference and a design limit. However,

in future designs, higher dry mass RBCC vehicles could be considered, as long as robustness and

reusability can be further increased and the mission objectives maintained. A prime candidate

for further improvement is the thermal protection system.

As noted in Figure 28, the primary structure and propulsion have the largest share of the

total dry mass, and adding robustness through mass increase to these elements would have the

largest impact on overall dr3.' mass. The landing gear is already designed for mission abort loads,

and during routine takeoffs and landings, its design margins are large and no additional

robustness is required.

Auxiliary, propulsion and other dry mass items make up less than 10% of the total.

Robustness increase through redundancy of these items do not have a significant effect on the

system dry mass.

The reduced takeoff mass of the Strutjet vehicle, as shown in Figure 30, allows a

corresponding reduction in takeoff thrust. Typically, a thrust-to-mass ratios of 1.3 lbf/lbm for

vertical and 0.6 lbf/lbm for horizontal takeoff is required to provide adequate vehicle acceleration

and "engine out" capability. A reduction in takeoff thrust reduces the required engine size which

lowers both replacement, and maintenance and operation cost. Relative to an all-rocket design, a

thrust reduction of 80% for the Strutjet baseline, or about 73% for a Strutjet vehicle design vdth

increased structural and engine robustness is possible, as indicated by the point "S" in Figure 30.

Tables 2 and 3 provide, respectively, candidates for engine, and summary" of vehicle

design features leading to more robustness, but at the cost of increased engine and vehicle mass.

Of all the features listed, the powerhead/valving deserves a special comment. The

powerhea&'valving scheme previously illustrated in Fig. 4 provides the lov, est weight system.

However. the required mode s_vitching and the various operating conditions of the fuel turbine

lead to the surmise that separate turbopumps may represent a more robust approach.
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3.6 Vehicle ('omparisons

To proceed further, the baseline all-rocket and RBCC vehicle designs are compared to the

current SpaCe Shuttle launch vehicle in Figure 31. The nominal all-rocket SSTO vehicle is

designed ,.vith a large forward hydrogen tank. a 15 by 30 ft payload bay. and a single, large rear

LOX tank. This arrangement leaves a small trim control margin due to the heavy masses of LOX

and engine_ in the rear. Forward canards may be required, increasing the gross liftoff mass

further. The all-rocket SSTO vehicle is about 230 ft., long and the RBCC SSTO vehicle, about

210 ft. The RBCC Strutjet vehicle has two forward and two aft hydrogen tanks, and t_in LOX

tanks on each side of the payload for optimum center of gravity control. Prior to adding

increased "robustness" the RBCC baseline gross mass is about 44%, and the RBCC has a dry

mass of about 68% of the all-rocket case.

A layout ofa SSTO All-Rocket vehicle is shown in Figure 32. This vehicle is assumed to

have 5 rocket engines with 708Klbfthrust each (or 7 engines at 506Klb each) at a F/m e of 60:l.

The vehicle, with a liftoff thrust-to-mass ratio of 1.3, is sized for an abort landing gear with

partially loaded propellant tanks. The tanks are designed v, ith a factor of safety of 1.5 using a

large graphite-epoxy hydrogen tank, and a single, large aluminum-lithium LOX tank. The mass

breakdown for this all-rocket vehicle is provided in Table 4. A layout of a SSTO RBCC vehicle

is shown in Figure 33, and its mass breakdown is summarized in Table 5. Comparative design

parameters of both vehicles are provided in Table 6._

Both the SSTO all-rocket and' the SSTO RBCC vehicle use similar structure and TPS

technology, as shown in Figure 34 for the Strutjet vehicle. The TPS is designed for a transition

Mach number of 10 and for re-entry thermal conditions. The body structure is graphite-epoxy

along with the hydrogen tanks; the LOX tanks are aluminum-lithium; the aerosurfaces are

titanium matrix composite (TMC), and the landing gear is titanium. The TPS materials are

similar, having carbon-silicon carbide (C-SiC) nose and leading edges, and the

polybenzimidezole blanket insulation (PBI) on the top leev_ard side; Nextel tailored advanced

blanket insulation (TABI) or advanced flexible reusable surface insulation (AFRS) is used on the
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top leeboard side /similar to Shuttle FRSI): and tiles of toughened uni-piece fibrous insulation

(TUF[t and alumina-enhanced thermal blanket (AETB) on the reent_ lov, er windv, ard side. The

v_indv, ard side could also have advanced IM[ (Internal Multilayer Insulation). but at a much

higher cost. The TPS unit mass for the current design over the whole vehicle surface is estimated

to .be about 1.0 lb/ft 2. This represents a slightly less areal density, than current technology

(Shuttle is about 1.5 lb/ft 2 average for the v,hole vehicle).

.v D :,
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4.0 A,,ailable |t,,drocarbon and Hydrogen Test Data 'and Planned Future Test Aeti',ities

The overall test program, accomplished to-date or planned tbr the near future, may be divided

into tv,o groups: (i) missile propulsion tests using storable hvdrocarbon fuels, and

(ii) space launch propulsion tests using gaseous hydrogen fuel.

4.1 Storable Hydrocarbon System Tests

Aerojet performed a test program which parametrically examined the RBCC Strutjet propulsion

system from Mach 0 to 8 over the altitude range from 0 to 100,000 ft. The tests ,,,,ere carried out

in the context of a long range missile, two configurations of which are shown in Figures 35 and

36. However, the test results obtained during this campaign are equally applicable to a launch

system Strujet like the one described in Section 2. In over 1000 hot fire & inlet tests a number of

achievements were realized:

• The strut inlet provides excellent air capture, pressure recovery, and unstart margin.

• The integration of compact high chamber pressure rockets using gelled hypergolic &

cryogenic propellants into a strut is structurally and thermally feasible.

A fixed engine flowpath geometry suitable for all modes of operation can be established

providing adequate thrust and specific impulse to accomplish mission objectives.

Static sea level thrust augmentation of 13% can be achieved due to the interaction of air

ingested with the fuel-rich rocket plume.

The ducted rocket thrust increases v,,ith increased flight Math number. At Mach 2.85 and

altitude 20,000 ft the- thrust increase is over 100%.. And, at Mach 3.9 and altitude 40,000 ft.

the ramjet thrust exceeds the rocket sea-level thrust by 19%.

Dual-mode operation of the ram-scram combustor with a thermally choked nozzle is feasible.

Efficient combustion at high altitude and with short combustors is possible with bypergolic

pilots. Combustion efficiency of 90% can be demonstrated v,,'ith a combustor only 30 in. long

at Mach 8 conditions.

Inlet Tests

As part of the first Strutjet inlet test program, a subscale inlet model, shown in Figures 37 and 38,
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,,_asconstructedto evaluatedesignoptions l'or the freejet engine inlet design. Prior to this

testing,enginevehiclepertbrrnancewasbasedon extrapolatingtheperformanceof the inlet from

the literature(mostly theworkof NASA LaRC). -Theobjecti,,esof the inlet development,.',asto

definea missile like inlet thatu,ould interface,,viththehydrocarboncombustor_,vhichup to this

point had only beentestedin a direct connect configuration.A very conse_'ativedesignwas

selectedthat had no internalcontractionto assurestarting. This inlet was found to start at a_ll

testedMach numbers(4-6),andasshown in Figure 39, it producedexcellentpressurerise. As

predicted,it exhibitedlow energyflow nearthe body sideof the flowpath,a phenomenonwhich

hadto be dealtwith in the subsequentfreejettestsvia matchingthefuel injection with the actual

air flow distribution.

Ducted Rocket Tests

In these tests, each strut contained three water-cooled gelled IRFNA and MMH propellant

rockets, as shown in Figure 40. The injector pattern consisted of 36 pairs of fuel and o.-ddizer

elements arranged in concentric rings, the outermost ring providing fuel film cooling to the

chamber. The chamber geometry is shown in Figure 41. The characteristic parameters of the

injector are summarized in Table 7.

As illustrated in Figure 42, the rig representing the Strutjet engine was designed as a sandwich

with hinged side wall sections. The duct section housing the strutrocket had a fixed geometry of

4.0 in by 6.6 in. The isolator section in front of the strut duct could be connected to either a bell

mouth for a static test or a hydrogen fueled vitiated air heater. Two struts were mounted in the

strut duct, dividing the flov, path to the inlet into three channels.

In the sea level static ducted rocket tests the isolator section in front of the strut duct was fitted

with a calibrated bell mouth. The duct geometry was varied to determine the configuration

yielding the maximum thrust. Sensitivities of rocket chamber pressure, mixture ratio, and rocket

nozzle expansion ratio were also established. As shoum in Figure 43, thrust enhancement was a

strong function of the ram burner throat area and a somewhat weaker function of the ramburner

geometry. With a duct geometry, of 3"-3 °, 13% more thrust was obtained than for the reference

rocket in a particular test with a throat area of 32 in". Data analysis indicated that oxygen content

of the inducted air was completely consumed in approximately 8 in. from the rocket baseline.

Considering the influence of chamber pressure, operation at 2000 psia generated more thrust than
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operation at 1600 psia: hov, e,.er, airllowand thr_.lstaugmentation _,,erereduced bx 10% and 3°0.

respecti,,ety. The area ratio of l l:l generated 12°o higher induced air flo,.v and 6°o more thrust

than the lo,.ver area ratio of 5:1. Finally. it ',,.as observed that greater air flow and higher thrust

result from operation at higher mixture ratios due to reduced thermal choking resulting from the

afterburning scheme.

In the direct-connect ducted rocket tests v,,hich allow evaluation of the engine under flight

trajectory" .conditions, the isolator section in front of the strut duct ,.,,as connected to a hydrogen

vitiated air heater with a Mach 2 nozzle. The duct geometry which, in the static tests, provided

the maximum take-off thrust augmentation was maintained in these direct-connect tests.

Measuring the duct pressure and assuming a particular inlet performance, allows for the

determination of flight altitude and Mach number simulated in a given test.

Figure '44 shows the thrust obtained in the ducted rocket and ramjet tests. The left branch of the

figure depicts the thrust of the ducted rocket without additional fuel injection, and the right

branch, that of the ramjet without rocket operation. The ducted rocket tests were conducted

under fuel-rich conditions, the excess fuel sufficient to support 10 lbm/sec of air flow. The

simulated trajectory provides 10 lbm/sec of air at approximately Mach 1.5. Tests beyond Mach

1.5 were thus "lean" on an overall engine stoichiometric basis. Auxiliary fuel injectors could be

used to increase the engine thrust. The peak thrust is seen to occur at a simulated altitude of

23,000 ft and Mach 2.85, with 31 lbm/sec of air being supplied to the engine. The peak thrust is

over twice the bare rocket value, representing better than 100% thrust augmentation.

Direct Connect Ram and Scram/et Tests
v-

The ramjet tests were conducted at Mach numbers of 2 and higher without rocket operation to
a

optimize ramjet injector performance. The primary ramjet test variable, other than the injector

parameters, was the fuel of choice. In support of the strategy for minimizing heat load and hot

spots, the main emphasis was on achieving a short combustor length.

In the scram jet operating regime three test series were conducted:

In the first tests the scramjet geometry was explored and high combustion efficiency with a fixed

geometry over the Mach number range of 2 to 8 were demonstrated. Mach 2 and 4 tests were

conducted with JP-10 fuel. The Mach 8 tests simulated the effect of regeneratively heated fuel
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b,, usingethaneinsteadof/P-10.

In the secondtest series, the tests conducted ,.,.ith ethane ,acre repeated with JP-10 fuel. using a

slightl.v modified duct geometry., name[.v the first 12 in. do_,vnstream being of constant area

follo,aed bv a 2 ° double-sided expansion over the remaining duct length. Auto-ignition was not

achieved: however, when pilots were utilized for ignition and flame sustaining, stable

combustion at 95% efficiency was obse_ed. As shown in Figure 45, the test duplicated, in

essence, the performance previously achieved with ethane, with only the slight change in duct

geometry,. The Strutjet design used in these tests provided for a contact pilot at each injection

point of the hydrocarbon ramjet fuel. This pilot derives its energy from the combustion of small

amounts of the gelled rocket propellants which are injected and burned upstream of the

hydrocarbon injection. Due to the hypergolic nature of the employed rocket propellants the

pilots act initially as igniters and subsequently as flame sustainers, allowing flight at high Mach

numbers and high altitudes. The demonstration of this feature is verified by the data presented in

Figure 46. At a simulated flight condition of Mach 4 and 40,000 ft of altitude .I'P-10 was ignited

by the pilot resulting immediately in a thrust increase of about 2,000 lbf. Combustion and thrust

production were sustained as long as the pilot stayed on. When turned off, the combustion

ceases and thrust collapses.

The third test series was in support of the first freejet tests of the Strutjet engine to be conducted

by NASA Lewis Research Center at their Hypersonic Test Facility (HTF) in Plum Brook. This

facility has the capability to run simulated freejet flight conditions at Mach numbers of 5, 6 and 7

with a dynamic pressure of 1,000 psf. All previous strutjet direct-connect tests, were conducted

at a dynamic pressure of 2,000 psf or higher. In addition the Strutjet testing had only been

conducted at simulated flight conditions of M = 0-4 and 8. For the sake of risk reduction,

additional direct-connect tests were conducted at Mach 6 and 7 at the reduced dynamic pressure.

Figure 47 shows the test configuration and also the duct pressures achieved. These tests used the

initial combustor divergence found efficient in the ducted rocket/ramjet test series. By properly

staging the pilot and the unheated liquid JP-10 injection, good combustion efficiency was

achieved without reducing the duct divergence. This was a significant accomplishment since the

employed engine geometry' proved to be satisfactory for operation from Mach 0 to 8.

Free jet Tests
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The freejetengine sho,.vnin Figure48 ,.,,asdesignedconstructedby Aerojet, deliveredto and

testedat PlumBrook. Tests,,',ereconducted'.,.iththe identicalt'ue[ injection strategy used in the

Mach 7 direct connect tests discussed abo,.e. These tests demonstrated inlet starting, fueled

unstart with a large forward fueling split followed by inlet restart with shifting the fuel aft and

substantial thrust increase. Figure 49 shows the internal pressure profiles and compares the

freejet to the inlet data. Figure 50 shows the differential thrust produced as a function of the fuel

flow. The slope break at an equivalence ratio of 0.55 is notable. This is the expected result of

the non-uniform airflow distribution in the isolator. In the final test at HTF, the fuel injection

distribution was shifted to better match the airflow. Unfortunately the facility experienced a hot

isolation valve failure prematurely ending the test campaign.

4.2 Gaseous Hydrogen System Tests

All hydrogen systems considered for the Strutjet engine use cryogenic hydrogen. This hydrogen

is used to cool the engine regeneratively. During this cooling process the hydrogen converts from

a cryogen to a gas. All combustion related processes of the Strutjet engine will then use gaseous

hydrogen as a fuel. Therefore, all combustion related tests were conducted with gaseous

hydrogen. The tests described here were executed as part of the Advanced Reusable Technology

program sponsored by NASA MSFC and supported by Aerojet with the objective to demonstrate

the technology of the hydrogen fueled RBCC Strutjet engine previously described in section 2.

Inlet Tests

The previously shown Figure 4 illustrates schematically the air flow path on the vehicle

underbody. Forebody compression reduces the inlet approach Mach number. For example, if the

freestream Mach number is 6.0 then the approach Mach number is reduced to 4.2. A model of

the inlet-isolator test article is shown in Figure 5 I. The inlet model accurately simulates the inlet

from just upstream of the struts all the way through to the ram combustor. Geometrical

similarity, between the full-scale SSTO vehicle, capable of delivering 25,000 Ibm payload to the

International Space Station, and the subscale test article is maintained. The model is 6.8% scale

of the full size inlet. The inlet is preceded by a plate simulating the vehicle forebody boundary

layer. While the full-scale engine contains 8 to 16 struts and two sidewalls, the test article is

composed of two struts and two sidewalls. In the model, the sidewalls are positioned to
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reprcseatthes.,,mmetr._planebet_,eenstruts, thereb', full2, simulating tlo',,, around and bet',veen

struts. The full-scale engine has t',_,o bleed locations, a f,_rcbodv and a throat bleed. In order to

adjust for the non-tinear scale effects the inlet subscale model has an additional strut bleed which

removes excess boundary layer build up on the side,,valls. A throat plug is used to simulate

combustion pressure increase.

The testing of this inlet in the NASA LeRC supersonic wind tunnel provided excellent results.

Tests were performed over simulated flight Mach numbers from 3.6 to 8.1. The inlet started at

all Mach numbers, and exhibited unstart margins of over 20% in ramjet and 100% in scrarnjet

modes. With forebody spill excluded, engine capture efficiency exceeded 90%, which is

remarkable, considering the wide operating range and large unstart margin realized with this

inlet. The inlet started easily at all Mach numbers and generated excellent pressure rise, as

shown in Figure 52.

Strut Rocket Tests

Aerojet and NASA Marshall Space Flight Center completed proof-of-concept testing on a new

strut rocket injector element developed to enable operations under the unique strutrocket

conditions. This element has been incorporated into the design of six subscale strut rockets for

ducted rocket testing.

The primary objective for a part of these tests was to demonstrate the performance and durability

of a new injector which had been designed to maximize thruster efficiency while minimizing

thruster length. The injector design ensures efficient mixing of the propellants within the

chamber by employing an impinging element design and by utilizing a refined element pattern:

18 elements on the 0.5 inch diameter injector face. Figure 53 shows the injector firing in a single

chamber in tests at Aerojet. Thermocouple data verified that the temperature of the injector face

was within the limits predicted for the design. Post-test visual inspections of the test articles

indicate that the injectors suffered virtually no erosive or other damage related to excessive face

temperatures. Scanning electron microscope images of single elements and single orifices

produced at MSFC are particularly encouraging. The data obtained during 16 hot-fire tests

extend over the ranges indicated in Table 8:

Subscale strutrockets were fabricated and check out tests were complete. In these tests the

propellant, coolant and ignition sequences required for RBCC operation were developed, and
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unaugrnentedrocket thrust ',,,asdeterminedto establisha referencetbr subsequentcombined

c,,cletesting.Aerojet is also currentlyt'abricatinga full scalestrutrocketusing thesameinjector

element.During the testingof this testarticle laserdiagnostics,,viii beusedto measurethe fuel

distributionin therocketexhaustfor variousdesignandoperatingconditions.

Direct Connect Ram & Scramiet Tests

Aerojet successfully demonstrated the efficiency of this fuel injection strategy at Mach 6 and 8.

Figure 54 shov,s one of the test strut assembly for the direct connect campaign. Two struts are

shown installed in the test rig in Figure 55.

Three test series were conducted: ram and scram tests at simulated Math 6 flight conditions, and

scram mode tests at Mach 8 conditions. High performance was achieved in all three test series in

only 27 tests. A key to this success was the use of the cascade scram injectors in the forward

location. The fuel split for each mode and Mach number was determined by the inlet tolerance to

the combustion pressure rise. Excellent performance at stoichiometric conditions was

demonstrated at each Mach number and mode tested, by simple adjustment of the fuel flow to

each of the three injectors. The data indicated that the performance of the cascade injector was

even better than expected. Evidence of over-penetration suggested additional improvement can

be made by increasing the number of cascades from 4 per strut side to 5 or more. This can be

expected to increase the combustion rate and permit even shorter, lighter engine designs.

Planned Tests

In the first two tests stru_ockets, shown in Figure 56, will be installed in the direct connect duct

to explore the performance in-the Scram/Rocket and Ascent/Rocket Modes.

A second pair of strutrockets will be installed in the new freejet engine and tested first under sea

level static conditions and then in the ducted rocket and ramjet modes. Of particular interest is

the transition from ducted rocket to ramjet mode at a flight Mach number of about 2.5. An

external view of the freefet test hardware is shown in Figure 57. To accommodate aerodynamic

flou, conditions inside the freejet test facility, the test hardware nozzle flap shown in Figure 3 is

integrated on the body side of the engine: in the flight engine the nozzle flap will be on the

opposing cowl side.
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ThecontemplatedtestIhcility hasthecapabilit._to pro',idc acceleratingtestconditions. This

allo_,_,steststo beginat oneMachnumberands_,veepcontinuouslyto a higherone_,vhile

simultaneouslymatchingpressureandenthalpy. Usingthis facility, it ',,,ill bepossibleto

demonstratetheductedrocketto ramjetandtheramto scramtransitions.

4.3 Planned Flight Tests

The development of a Strutjet powered vehicle poses challenges above and beyond that

of classical rocket vehicles. The most significant difference is that for RBCC propulsion vehicle

an engine must be developed simultaneously with the flight vehicle. Flight demonstrations are

essential, since simulated flight conditions are costly or not at all obtainable on the ground. In

order to reduce the development risk of such vehicles, it is proposed to advance the technology

readiness levels incrementally using two demonstration vehicles and engines as defined in Tables

9 and I0. With a length of about 35 ft the first test vehicle, TV-I is about 1/16th scale relative to

the full scale SSTO vehicle previously presented in Fig. 33.

Test Vehicle TV-1. A typical, small 35-fi RBCC X-plane is shown in Figure 58. Its dry

mass is about 24K Ibm. This vehicle could be air launched from a B-52, or ground launched to

test out all RBCC engine operating modes. The air-launched vehicle is sized for a maximum

burnout Mach number of 10. A small payload bay (2X4 fi) is available for instrumentation. The

configuration layout is similar to the full-scale SSTO vehicle. There are two RBCC engines,

each having a sea-level thrust of 9.SKlbf, for a total ignition thrust of 19.6Klbf.

The two trajectories _for the X-plane flights from a B-52 at 40K_ft altitude and ground

launch are compared in Figure 59. The air-launched mission profile is flown at a maximum

dynamic pressure of 1500 psf. and achieves a burnout Mach number of about 10 at about 100Kft

altitude. In contrast, the ground launched mission profile is flown at a maximum dynamic

pressure of 2000 psf. and achieves a burnout Mach number of about 7.8 at 83Kfi altitude. These

two trajectories were computed using the OTIS ("OPTIMAL TRAJECTORIES by IMPLICIT

SIMULATION") code developed by The Boeing Company.
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The engines required I\_r this 35 t't vehicle will focus on tltrust, specific impulse

performanceand controller characteristics. The,, ',,,ill be light weight, however, due to their

small size thedemonstrationof thrust-to-massratio and life capability are not the objective of

thesetests. Control functionsto be developedinvolve ,,'affablegeometry for inlet and nozzle.

inlet bleedvalvecontrol, androcketandram-scrampropellantflow control.

Test Vehicle TI,'-2. This vehicle can be similar in length to the full-scale SSTO vehicle

previously'shown in Figure 32, except it will only be powered by one full size Strutjet engine

with 346Klbf of thrust which allows the vehicle to be about 40% narrower from tip-to-tip. Since

the purpose of this vehicle is to demonstrate reusability and low maintenance operation it v_-ill be

structurally very similar to the final vehicle.
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5.0 Maturity of Required Strutjet Technologies

The maturity of RBCC engines is best defined in terms of a "Technology Readyness Level"

(TRL) as defined by NASA. The follm,,,ing assessment is as of Summer 1998 relative to a TRL

of 6 which requires technology demonstration in a relevant environment be it simulated on the

ground or actually flown. Table 11 categorizes various aspects of an RBCC engine into the

degree of maturity" relative to TRL 6.

It is evident from the table that a large amount of development must be accomplished before a

TRL of 6 is achieved for the Strutjet RBCC engine. With this assessment in mind, it may not be

prudent to risk at this point in time the commitment of large amount of resources towards the

exclusive RBCC approach to achieve low cost access to space. Alternate approaches, like further

maturation of all rocket propulsion, should be employed. However, the potential of RBCC

engines is so overwhelming that it is also not prudent to casually dismiss the opportunity" to

exploit this option.
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6.0 Summam and Conclusions

Strutjetpropulsionhasthepotentialto providesubstantialengine"'robustness"designmargins

overanall-rocketsystem.Thesedesignmarginscanbeusedto reduceoperatingcostthrough

reducedmaintenanceactivitiesof thehighly reusablesystemandthereductionin engine

replacementcostpossiblethrougha significantly smallervehicleandhorizontaltakeoff. Using

advancedtechnologiesthe achievablethrust-to-massratioof theengineis about35 lbf'Ibm.

Makinguseof theavailable"robustness'designmargin,this numbercanbe reducedto about23

lbf/lbm. Runwaytakeoffprovidesa reliablepre-airbornepropulsionhealthverification coupled

with anoperationalattractiveabortmode.

An StrutjetpoweredSSTOHTHL designhasthepotentialto alsooffer structural "robustness"

design margins over an all-rocket SSTO VTHL vehicle. Results show that, prior to adding

robustness, the RBCC vehicle gross takeoff mass is about 44 percent of the all-rocket case, and

the RBCC vehicle dry mass is about 68 percent of the all-rocket case. Adding structural

"robustness" to the RBCC vehicle, by for example increasing the factor of safety from 1.5 to

1.68 and using an engine with a thrust-to-mass ratio of 25 lbf/lbm, the resulting dry mass does

not exceed that of an all-rocket vehicle. The gross take-off mass (1.7M Ibm) increases to only

about 63 percent of the all-rocket level (2.7Mlbm) while keeping the transition Mach number at

10. Since the required thrust-to-mass ratio of the Strutjet HTHL vehicle is only 0.6 versus the

corresponding ratio of 1.3 for the all-rocket vehicle, the Strutjet vehicle with its increased

robustness benefits from a thrust reduction of 73%.

If the all-rocket vehicle l_mding system were designed t:or a total lift-off abort mass with fully-

loaded tanks, even greater "robustness" could be built into the RBCC vehicle before dry mass

equivalence is reached. Also, the RBCC robustness design margins would increase slightly for

higher transition Mach numbers and higher engine thrust-to-mass ratios, provided that no added

cooling requirements are needed for the TPS subsystems. Therefore, the RBCC vehicle design

has added structure and engine "robustness" design margins available to become equivalent to an

all-rocket vehicle's total dry, mass under the same design ground rules.

Hydrogen And Hydrocarbon Strutjet Engines - These engines, particular the hydrogen fueled
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one,ha_;emade considerable progress, and test data established to date verit) their fundamental

feasibility and support earlier performance predictions. While the current NASA Advanced

Reusable Technology (ART) Program as v_ell as Aerojet sponsored test activities _,ill provide

additional data during 1998 and early 1999, no further design or test activities are currently

planned for storable hydrocarbon RBCC engines.

Strujet Technoloov Maturity - Although significant achievements have been made to,yards a

Technology readiness Level of 6, demonstration in a relevant environment, most of the effort to

date is focused on flovqaath development and performance assessment. Future work must be

done on engine structure, thermal management, and propellant feed system. Ground tests of

flight type engines are mandatory before committing these advanced engines to in-flight, captive

carry or self-powered, evaluation.

Overall Recommendation

It has been shown that Strutjet propulsion with its superior robustness has the potential to reduce

maintenance, operations and engine replacement cost. However, at this point in time, no specific

cost figures are obtainable because of the unavailability of sufficiently refined engine and vehicle

designs, the lack of detailed maintenance procedures and operational scenario definitions, and

above all, the absence of a representative, generally accepted operational cost model. Current
i J

models use the vehicle dry mass as the figure of merit for cost operating cost determinations. For

the RBCC case, this would be invalid, because the RBCC system with its intentionally increased

dry mass is substantially more operations cost effective than the reference all-ro_zket system with

equal mass. The establishment of a representative and credible cost model is needed before the

cost benefits of robust RBCC propulsion can be quantified.
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Table 1:

Parameter

Chamber Pressure

Fuel Pump

Discharge Pressure

Rocket

3000 psia

7000 psi

Strut jet

2000 psia

3000 psi

Turbine Inlet

Temperature

Turbine Tip Speed

Rotational Stress

1700 OR

2000 rpm

100%

1000 OR

1700 rpm

72%

Reduction

33%

57%

41%

15%

28%



Table 2:

Feature Providing

Engine Robustness

Sensitb, it}

To Engine
Robustness

Separate Fuel TPA's

Ducted Rocket Mode

Ram/Scram & Unducted

Rocket Modes

General

Engine Thrust-To-Mass High

Reduced Transition Mach High
Number

Specific

Redundant Ignition Low

Health Monitoring Low

TPA Housing Stiffness Medium

Reduced Turbine Medium

Speeds/Temperature

Reduced Chamber Pressure Medium

High

Increase



Table 3:

Design Approach

o Increased Tank
Factor of Safety (FS)

o Choice of Materials

Nominal

Condition

o Fabrication and
Design

1.5

AI LO 2
GrlEp LH2

Optimum
Thickness

Growth
Level

Potential

>2.0

Develop New
Materials

Impact on
Robustness/

System

High
(Lifetime)

Med (Cost)
Gr/Gp Str.

o Materials Physical AI = 80 ksi High
Properties (Tanks) GrlEp = 75 ksi _ +25-50% (Lifetime,Handling

Maintenance)

o Design Margins 0 _ +25% Med (Lifetime)

Min Gauge High
o Handling 0.100-0.200 _ X2.0 (Maintenance)

Thicker
Skins and

Web Isogrid

Med
(Lifetime,
Handling)

|l



Table 4:

• F m, = 1.3 Ibf Ibm _I liftoff

MODULE COMPONENT ,Mass (Ibm) Mass (ibm)

10 Fo_ard Nose 3.347

2.0 LH. Tanks - [ntertank 27,773

3.0 LO. Tanks - Inter'tank 15,02 I

4.0 Cargo Airframe t 1,062

5.0 WingffaiL'Structure 16,776

6.0 Boattail Structure 2,969

....................."_"......:f o ia i"_ im"_S" (f_lc ffare".....................................................................................................................................................................76,948

7.0 Landing System 24,093

8.0 ElectricaL'MechanicaFActuation 5,450

9.0 Thermal Protection (TPS) 26,633

I 0.0 Avionics/Environment 2,263

11.0 Power 567

• 135,954

12.0 OMS/RCS (Dry) 4,346

! 3.0 Main Propulsion (Dry) 81,640 (F/m,=60 IbUlbm)

....................."."......._oi_'i'_i;i_i_"_" ......................................................................................................................."_'i'_'_'ti".............................................
14.0 Residuals/Reserves/He 39,644

15.0 Propellants (Main, OMS, RCS) 2,395,398

....................;"......%/_i"i_i'_i_/i_i_............................................................................................................................._/_i_'/;'_'_................................................
................... "°.......Tota-l_;ehic'le0;qoi/_) ..........................................................................................................................................................................2,656,982

....................;".......iS'a_io'a_i"............................................................................................................................................................................:_ii_'"']igg)"'"

..................; ......"%fi'l"'i'_iiio_i"........................................................................................................................"£'g_'i']'6_'_"..........................................



Table 5:

• Mr = I00 • Tm = 06 Ibflbm _1 lifloff

.MODULE COMPONENT Mass (Ibm) Mass (Ibm)

10 Fo_vard Nose 2.477

20 LH: Tanks _ lntertank 25.089

30 LO: Tanks + Intertank 7.509

4.0 Cargo Airframe 7.015

5.0 Wing"rail/Structure 11.388

60 Boattail Structure 3.456

......................o.......Toiai'_im_S_t_c_re .........................................................................................................................................................................56,933

7.0 Landing System 34,896

8.0 Electrical/Mechanical/ 5.450

Actuation

9.0 Thermal Protection (TPS) 18,174

10.0 Avionics/Environment 2,263

11.0 Power 567

......................;.......%i_i__i_oi;_ .........................................................................................................................................................................__s,2s3
12.0 OMS/RCS (Dry) 3,690

13.0 Main Propulsion (Dry) 33,166 (RBCC F/m,=35:1)

......................_.......T'o_'l'Veh'ic'ie"_" ...................................................................................................................................................................................i 51,449

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

14.0 Residuals/Reserves/He i 9,692

15.0 Propellants (Main, OMS, 972,061 (m_,,_y = 44,629 ibm
RCS)

.....................-o.......T'o _]"L-i'q/J]'_ ............................................................................................................................................................................991,753

......................;;"......%i_i"_'_-fi'i'_i'_'_q'o"ff_5..................................................................................................................................................................1,143,202

.....................;......./_a;'foaa.........................................................................................................................................................................................25,000 0SS)

................. ; ......."T'o_i"i'_it'ion .........................................................................................................................................................................................1,168202



Fable6:
ParameterVehicle Ail-Rocl_'et

VehicleLength 250 t't

Wing Span (Tip-To-Tip) II 0 ft

Number Thrust Per Engine 5 _' 708K Ibf

Or 7 a" 506K Ibf

Engine Thrust-To-Mass 60 Ibf'Ibm

Lift-Off Thrust-To-Mass Ratio 1.3 Ibf Ibm

Tanks

- Operating Pressure

- Factor Of Safety.

- Number/Material LH: Tank

- Number/Material LO 2 Tank

45 psi

1.5

Iea Graphite/Epoxy

1 ea Aluminum-

Lithium

Strutjet RBCC

210ft

94 ff

2 _ 346K lbf

35 IbfIbm

0.6 Ibf'Ibm

Mass @ Ignition 2,682K Ibm

Robustness Margin Reference: OK Ibm

Thrust Reduction Reference: 0%

1% Of Mass @

Ignition
t-

Note: Vehicle doe,J

not reach ISS orbit

with higher landing

gear mass

Oxidizer To Fuel Loading Ratio 6,0 : 1 3,4 : I

Runway Propellant None 45K Ibm

Propellant Ullage 3% 3%

Propellant Residuals 1% for the main 1% for the main

3% for the OMS/RCS 3% for the OMS/RCS

Vacuum Specific Impulse For All 450 see 450 sec

Onboard Propulsion Systems

Vehicle Prime Structure Mass 77K Ibm 57K Ibm

Total Dry (Less Propulsion) Mass ! 36K Ibm 118K Ibm

Total Vehicle Dry Mass 222K Ibm 151K Ibm

Total Useable Propellants 2,365K Ibm 951K ibm

Usefull Mass Fraction 0.8992 0.8461

Landing Gear Mass 3% Of Mass @ Ignition

1,168K Ibm

71K Ibm

80% prior to, 70*/* after
robustness increase to

no robustness margin

45 psi

1.5

4 ea Graphite/Epoxy

2 ea Aluminum-Lithium



Parameter

Mixture Ratio

Table 7:

Design

1.6

Nominal Operation

1.4

Chamber Pressure (psia) 2.500 1600-2000

Thrust (lbfl 1,000 600-700

Expansion Ratio 5.1 and l 1.1 5.1 and 11.1



Table 8:

Chamber Pressure (psia)

100- 1800

Mixture l_atio

4.76 - 7.0

Test Duration (sec)

I-5



/able 9:

-_.ttribute Test %ehicle: TV- 2

Air france Demo

Objecti,,e

i Test Vehicle:TV- I

• Propulsion and ,,ehlcle s.,,stern _echnolo,,',

testbed

• Vehicle s?stem de'.elopment

• MidJhigh speed controllabilit?

* Propulsion integratio n

• Flight-',,,eight engine

• Flight-'.,,eight structure

• All vehicle systems

• Aircraft-like operations

Length • Small Scale (30-40 t_) • Large Scale (- 200 ft)

Speed Range * Ground Launched: .Xl= 0 -7.8 • NI = 0 -10.0

• Air Dropped Launched: _,1 = 0.8 -10.0

Vehicle Structure • Inexpensive • Flight-weight materials and

• Robust structures

• Advanced materials and structures

Thermal • Robust baseline TPS • Active and passive light-weight

Protection • Actively cooled leading edges and inlet ramps TPS

Demonstrations • Cryogenic tankage and propellant feed system • All flight-weight systems

• Power generation • Redundancy

• Actuation Systems • Reliability/maintainability

• Avionics



Table 10:

_.ttribute Test Engine:-rE - I Test Engine: rE - 2

Propulsion D¢mo

Objecti'.e

• P._rformance

• -_,II \lodes -_ll Transitions

* Flight_eight Structure

• Controllabilit) Operability

Perfornlance

• .All \lodes, All Fransltions

Flight'.,.eight Structure

Controllabilib Operabilit,,
Reliabilit', Maintainabilh;

Rocket Propellants • LOX ' LH2 * LOX LH2

Ram, Scram • LH2 * LH2

.. Propellants

Engine S_ructure • Lightweight * Flighty, eight \lateria]s .And Structure

• Inexpensive

• Composite Structure

• Advanced Materials

Engine Thermal

Mgmt
• Rocket

• Leading Edge/

Inlet Duct

• Ram Combustor

Powerhead

• Ox Prebumer

• Ox TPA

Fu PB

• Rocket Fu TPA

• _ater Cooled

• Uncooled

• Water Cooled

• Modified Existing Design

• New Subscale Design

using ball bearings

• Modified [PD Design

• New Subscale Design

using ball bearings

• New Subscale Design

using ball bearings

* Bread Board Controller

• Existing Flight Type Valves

• Electro Magnetic Valve & VG Actuation

• Instrumentation as required

Rarr_'Scram Fu

TPA

Other Subsystems

• Hydrogen Cooled

• Hydrogen Cooled

• Hydrogen Cooled

• New Full Scale Design

using hydrostatic bearings

All components reflect high degree of
life and robustness

• Reliability

• Maintainabilitv
, °



Table t I:

Top Le,,el rechnolog? Item

Flov, path.lntegration

Fuel Injection

Light Weight Structure

Sub 1-ier Technolog? Item

Design Point Selection
Balanced Performance Alon_

Flowpath
J

Penetration. Mixinz. Vapor.!zati0n
Stable Combustion

Controlled Heat release

High Temperature Materials

High

Engine

Degree of Technolog',
,Maturity

Lo_, Medium

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
i

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Captive Flight Of Engine Module
Self-Powered Flight Of Flight Type

x

Radiation Cooled Structures

Regeneratively Cooled Structures
Endothermic Fuel Reactions

Closed Loop Cooling

Strut Rockets High Thrust-To-Mass x
Long Life

Turbo Pumps Low Weight
Long Life Bea_'ings

Low Temperature Turbines

Multi Mode Operation

Engine Controls For All Flight Modes

Testing Ground Test Subscale
Ground test Full Scale
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Figure 55
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